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Supply List: Making Prints out of Solids 
Instructor: Maria Weinstein 
Date:  Saturday, March 16 

Time: 10:30am-5:30pm 
 
In this class, we will be exploring a variety of ways to piece original prints out of solid 

fabrics to empower your creativity. By cutting and combining solid-color fabrics to 
create your own "prints", we will learn how to make stripes, polka dots, pointy shapes, 

curves and improvisational piecing. We will be cutting without a ruler as well as 

exploring ways to use your ruler that give the illusion of free form cut fabric. This is a 

technique-based workshop, but we will discuss how to take these techniques and create a 
final composition.  So forget the rules as you stitch freely to create unique quilts that 
pack a punch.  
 

 

 

Book/Pattern Requirements:  
Improv Patchwork:  Dynamic Quilts Made with Line & Shape by 
Maria Shell 
 
   
Fabric Requirements: 
8-12 Half Yard cuts of solid fabrics.  Try to represent the ENTIRE color wheel, and 
not just your favorite colors.  Kona solid or Tim Holtz grunge fabric are my favorites. 
Half Yard cuts of white, brown, grey and black 
Backing, batting and binding will be discussed in class 

 
 
Tools Required: 
Sewing machine with a straight stitch and a quarter-inch foot and/or the ability to create a quarter 

inch seam.  

New sewing machine 90/14 needles 
Extra bobbin 
Gray thread for piecing  
Ruler 4’’ x 14’’ or "6 1/2 x 24" or my favorite June Tailor Shape Cut 12''x12'' Slotted Ruler 
or 
Creative Grids Stripology Slotted Quilting Ruler  
Rotary cutter with new blade.  (Please make sure you have a new blade.  We will be doing a 
lot of cutting.) 



Fabric scissors 
Roxanne basting glue or clips or pins 
Measuring tape 
Paper and/or notebook and/or draft paper for making notes 
Design wall (piece of flannel or batting works fine) 
Digital camera or cell phone with the ability to take pictures 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


